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Abstract
Languages typically provide more than one
grammatical construction to express certain
types of messages. A speaker’s choice of con-
struction is known to depend on multiple fac-
tors, including the choice of main verb – a
phenomenon known as verb bias. Here we in-
troduce DAIS, a large benchmark dataset con-
taining 50K human judgments for 5K distinct
sentence pairs in the English dative alternation.
This dataset includes 200 unique verbs and sys-
tematically varies the definiteness and length
of arguments. We use this dataset, as well as
an existing corpus of naturally occurring data,
to evaluate how well recent neural language
models capture human preferences. Results
show that larger models perform better than
smaller models, and transformer architectures
(e.g. GPT-2) tend to out-perform recurrent ar-
chitectures (e.g. LSTMs) even under compa-
rable parameter and training settings. Addi-
tional analyses of internal feature representa-
tions suggest that transformers may better in-
tegrate specific lexical information with gram-
matical constructions.
1 Introduction
When we use language, we are often faced with a
choice between several possible ways of express-
ing the same message. For example, in English,
to express an event of intended or actual trans-
fer between two animate entities, one option is
the double-object (DO) construction, in which two
noun phrases follow the verb. Alternatively, the
same content can be expressed using the preposi-
tional dative (PO) construction.
(1) a. Ava gave him something. DO
b. Ava gave something to him. PO
Speakers’ preferences for one or the other con-
struction depend on multiple factors, including the
length and definiteness of the arguments (Oehrle,
1976; Arnold et al., 2000; Wasow, 2002; Bresnan,
2007). One particularly subtle factor is the lexical
verb bias. While some verbs readily occur in ei-
ther construction, others have strong preferences
for one over the other (Levin, 1993):
(2) a. ?Ava said him something. DO
b. Ava said something to him. PO
Decades of work in linguistics and psychology
has investigated how humans learn these distinc-
tions (Gropen et al., 1989; Perfors et al., 2010;
Barak et al., 2014; Goldberg, 2019). Yet, as deep
neural networks have achieved state-of-the-art per-
formance across many tasks in natural language
processing, little is known about the extent to which
they have acquired similarly fine-grained prefer-
ences. Although neural language models robustly
capture certain types of grammatical constraints,
e.g., subject-verb agreement and long distance de-
pendencies (Linzen and Baroni, 2021; Manning
et al., 2020), they continue to struggle with other
aspects of syntax, including argument structure (e.g.
Warstadt et al., 2019). Verb biases provide a partic-
ularly interesting testbed. Successfully predicting
these psycholinguistic phenomena requires the in-
tegration of specific lexical information with repre-
sentations of higher-level grammatical structures,
with implications for understanding differential per-
formance between models on other tasks.
In the current work, we take an analytic and com-
parative approach. First, we introduce the DAIS
(Dative Alternation and Information Structure)
dataset, containing 50K human preference judg-
ments for 5K sentence pairs, using 200 unique
verbs. These empirical judgments indicate that
verb bias preferences are highly gradient in prac-
tice (Ryskin et al., 2017; Ambridge et al., 2018),
rather than belonging to binary “alternating” and
“non-alternating” classes, as commonly assumed.
Second, we evaluate the predictions of a variety of
neural models, including both recurrent architec-
tures and transformers, and analyze their internal
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states to understand what drives differences in per-
formance. Finally, we evaluate our models on natu-
ral production data from the Switchboard corpus,
finding that transformers achieve similar classifica-
tion accuracy as prior work using hand-annotated
features (∼ 93%; Bresnan et al., 2007).
2 Related Work
Several recent studies have investigated how neural
language models represent the dative alternation.
Kann et al. (2018) constructed a corpus of verbs
in common alternations, including the dative, and
showed that a degree of information about accept-
ability is decodable directly from embeddings of
the verb. However, acceptability was not based
on empirical data and verb bias was treated as a
binary variable, preventing an analysis of gradient
effects. Kelly et al. (2020) found that DO construc-
tions are separable from non-DO constructions in
high-dimensional sentence embeddings (including
BERT), but did not investigate verb bias. Futrell
and Levy (2019) confirmed that recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) show human-like sensitivity to
several other important aspects of gradience in da-
tive alternations, including the length and definite-
ness of arguments. However, they included only
16 verbs, all considered “alternating.” Additionally,
in these studies, a limited range of neural models
were considered, leaving it unclear exactly how
predictions may depend on architectural choices,
model size, and training regime.
3 The DAIS dataset
The DAIS dataset contains 50,136 human pref-
erence judgments for 5,000 sentence pairs, con-
structed as follows. First, to obtain a large and het-
erogeneous set of verbs, we collected the 100 most
frequent verbs influentially classified by Levin
(1993) as alternating (i.e. acceptably appearing in
both PO and DO constructions), as well as the 100
most frequent verbs classified as “non-alternating”
(appearing only in the PO construction). This
set contains most of the verbs examined in prior
corpus-based analyses (see Sec. 5). For each verb,
we generated DO and PO sentences across 5 dif-
ferent conditions, manipulating the length and defi-
niteness of the recipient argument (see ex. 3).
(3) a. Ava gave him a book.
b. Ava gave the man a book.
c. Ava gave a man a book.
d. Ava gave the man from work a book.
e. Ava gave a man from work a book.
Finally, to obtain a range of distinct items in each
condition, we created 5 plausible theme arguments
for each verb, including 2 definite and 3 indefinite,
for a total of 5,000 alternation pairs.
We collected judgments from 1011 participants
on Amazon Mechanical Turk. Each participant
was shown 50 dative alternation pairs (DO vs. PO)
using unique verbs, balanced across the possible
recipient and theme conditions. On each trial, par-
ticipants used a continuous slider to indicate the
strength of their preference for the DO or the PO,
with the midpoint used to indicate they were “about
the same” (see Appendix A for details)1.
4 Results
4.1 Characterizing human judgments
We begin by characterizing benchmark patterns
of human judgments in our dataset. First, we
examine the degree of gradience in DO prefer-
ence across verbs. Traditionally, verbs have been
grouped into binary “classes”: alternating verbs
which appear freely in both constructions, and
non-alternating verbs which are only acceptable
in one (Levin, 1993). While verbs in the “alter-
nating” class were indeed rated more acceptable
on average in the DO than “non-alternating” verbs
(b = −15.0, t = −46.5, p < 0.001), there was
1Our procedure and behavioral analysis plan were pre-
registered at https://osf.io/rtzv4 and we have re-
leased all data and analysis code at https://github.
com/taka-yamakoshi/neural_constructions.
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Figure 1: Human judgments across 200 verbs, pronoun recipients only. Classification from Levin (1993).
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Figure 2: Average (A) human and (B) model DO preferences for “alternating” verbs, as recipient argument varies in
length and definiteness. For “non-alternating” verbs and effects of theme definiteness and, see Fig. S1 in Appendix.
substantial overlap between the two classes, con-
firming the need to verify introspective classifica-
tions with human judgments. Moreover, we found
that verbs fell along a continuous spectrum of ac-
ceptability in the DO (Lau et al., 2017; Gibson and
Fedorenko, 2013, see Fig. 1; individual responses
are shown in Supplemental Fig. S2). To measure
the stability of this ranking across participants, we
repeatedly split the dataset in half, measured the
mean judgment for each verb across recipient con-
ditions, and took the Spearman correlation between
the two halves. Across 100 splits, we found an av-
erage correlation of r = 0.95, which also serves as
a noise ceiling for our model comparison.2
Second, we examine human sensitivity to the
length and definiteness of the arguments (Fig. 2A).
Consistent with previous findings (Wasow, 2002;
Futrell and Levy, 2019), participants more strongly
preferred the double-object construction when the
recipient was shorter (b = 16.3, t = 21.1, p <
0.001) and definite (b = 3.9, t = 14.4, p < 0.001),
and when the theme was indefinite (b = 2.2, t =
11.0, p < 0.001; see Appendix B for more de-
2One concern is that gradience is an artifact of using a
continuous slider (Armstrong et al., 1983; Yang, 2008). Re-
cent work (e.g. Lau et al., 2017) has addressed this concern
by examining the histograms of ratings on different measures,
finding higher similarity to gradient control tasks than binary
control tasks. Still, it is important to note that gradient judg-
ments are compatible with categorical grammars due to multi-
ple binary factors or individual differences (Schu¨tze, 2011).
#
Layers
Hidden
dim.
#
params
Data (# tokens)
Ngram - - - English Wikipedia subset
(80M)
LSTM 2 650 0.17M English Wikipedia subset
(90M)
LSTM-large 2 1024 1.04B One Billion Word Bench-
mark(800M)
BERT 12 768 110M BooksCorpus (800M) and
English Wikipedia(2.5B)
GPT2 12 768 117M WebText(8B in estimate)
GPT2-large 36 1280 774M WebText(8B in estimate)
Table 1: Details of each model we consider.
tails). These effects were roughly additive: al-
though longer recipient arguments rarely occur in
the DO construction, we nonetheless found a prefer-
ence for long definite arguments compared to long
indefinites. Similar effects were found when lim-
iting analysis to only “non-alternating” verbs (see
Fig. S1 in Appendix). Indeed, “non-alternating”
verbs with short, pronoun recipients were judged to
be more acceptable in the double-object construc-
tion than “alternating” verbs with long, indefinite
recipients, highlighting the interplay between verb
biases and information structure.
4.2 Comparing model predictions
Next, we evaluated the performance of several
pre-trained neural language models (see Table 1)
against the fine-grained human judgments in DAIS.
We included two recurrent architectures of differ-
ent sizes: the 2-layer LSTM model from Gulordava
et al. (2018), which has been used for a variety
of previous syntactic evaluations, as well as the
larger 1B-parameter “BIG LSTM+CNN” (Joze-
fowicz et al., 2016). We also included several
transformer architectures, including BERT (Devlin
et al., 2018), and two sizes of GPT-2 (Radford et al.,
2019). These choices allow us to explore both ef-
fects of architecture as well as size and training
regime. As a baseline, we included a 5-gram model
and interpolated using the methods described in
Heafield et al. (2013).
For the LSTM and GPT2 architectures, we cal-
culated sentence probabilities by taking the sum
of the surprisal of each word, conditioning on all
of the preceding words. For BERT, which uses bi-
directional context, we used the surprisal of each
word conditioned on the full context (Wang and
Cho, 2019). We then measured the models’ rela-
tive preference for the DO construction by taking
the likelihood ratio of the two sentences.
We began by examining how each model cap-
r = 0.73 r = 0.55 r = 0.68 r = 0.54 r = 0.07 r = 0.13
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Figure 3: Spearman correlation between human judgment and model prediction, across 200 verbs. Judgments were
averaged across themes and recipients, hence the lower overall preferences for the double-object.
tures the full spectrum of human verb biases
(Fig. 3). To do this, we measured the Spearman
correlation between human judgments and model
predictions across the 200 verbs, averaging over re-
cipients and themes. We found that the transformer
architectures are particularly sensitive to human-
like verb biases, with the larger GPT2 model hav-
ing the highest correlation (r = 0.73). The larger
LSTM model had an even greater number of param-
eters but accounted for significantly less variance,
suggesting that simply increasing model size may
not be sufficient to learn verb-specific preferences
(van Schijndel et al., 2019).
Next, we examined the extent to which each
model qualitatively accounts for human sensitiv-
ity to argument length and definiteness (Fig. 2B),
averaging across verbs. For all models except the
n-gram model, we found significant effects of re-
cipient length, recipient definiteness, and theme
definiteness (see Table S5 in Appendices for de-
tails). Overall, however, the LSTM models were
more sensitive to the effect of definiteness, show-
ing the same additive effects as human speakers.
Additionally, all models except BERT reflected the
fact that ratings on the DO are highest when the
recipient is labeled by a (definite) pronoun.
4.3 Probing internal representations
Having established key differences in the predictive
accuracy of different models, we now investigate
the internal representation of this knowledge. We
hypothesized that sensitivity to verb bias requires
the ability to integrate the verb’s lexical embed-
ding with the higher-level structure of the sentence.
Thus, successful models should contain informa-
tion about acceptability early in the sentence.
To focus on verb bias, we began with the subset
of 1000 sentences with pronoun recipients. For
the 4 auto-regressive models (two different sizes of
LSTMs and GPT-2), we then extracted the hidden
state after each word. To analyze how acceptability
was represented throughout the sentence, we fit reg-
ularized linear regressions using the hidden state
features as input and human judgments as output
(see Appendix C for more details). We then com-
pared these predictions at three key points in the
sentence: after the verb, after the first argument,
and after the second argument.
Upon seeing the verb, human preferences for the
DO were already decodable from the GPT2 mod-
els’ features with higher precision than from the
LSTMs’ (see Fig. 4), reflecting richer lexical rep-
resentations. At the same time, predictive accuracy
increased for all models after the first argument,
reflecting additional cues from the word sequence.
For example, the model may represent that a pro-
noun recipient appearing after a PO-biased verb is
likely to be less acceptable (e.g. *Alice said him...).
Finally, we observed that all of the models lost in-
formation about construction preference near the
end of the sentence.
How does the representation of verb bias change
as a function of depth in the best-fitting GPT2-large
architecture? Recent analyses have found that the
ability to decode syntactic information peaks near
the middle layers of transformers (Tenney et al.,
2019; Hewitt and Manning, 2019). In the previous
analysis, we took the single layer that maximized
explained variance; here, we repeat this analysis
across all layers (Fig. 5). Immediately after ob-
serving the verb, decodability of DO preferences is
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Figure 5: Decodability at each layer of GPT2-large.
already high in the earliest layers, suggesting that
this information is directly available from the verb’s
lexical embedding. Later in the sentence, however,
DO preferences are no longer decodable at lower
layers; instead, it has shifted to intermediate lay-
ers, suggesting increasing reliance on context and
higher-order structure.
5 Analysis on natural corpus
While there are many advantages of human judg-
ment datasets like DAIS — including the ability
to include a wider range of infrequently observed
verbs and to control for potential confounds —
there are also distinct advantages of corpus data.
We thus conducted a further evaluation using DO
and PO utterances extracted from the Switchboard
corpus by Bresnan et al. (2007). Instead of testing
how well each model was able to predict continu-
ous judgments, we now ask how well each model
is able to categorically predict whether the DO vs.
PO was naturally produced by a corpus speaker.
For each DO or PO utterance in the corpus, we
used the extracted verb, theme, and recipient to gen-
erate the alternating sentence, pairing the attested
example with its hypothetical alternation. Subjects
were chosen from a list of names, as in the DAIS
dataset. After removing incoherent sentences, we
obtained 2,206 pairs of sentences in total.
For each model, we calculated the likelihood
ratio of the PO vs. DO construction for all cor-
pus examples. Following Bresnan et al. (2007),
we then constructed a classifier to predict which
construction was actually produced by fitting a de-
cision threshold for likelihood ratios. The accuracy
achieved by each model is shown in Table 2, repro-
GPT2
(large)
GPT2 BERT LSTM
(large)
LSTM Ngram
93.51 93.47 91.29 88.21 81.13 80.05
Table 2: Classification accuracy on Switchboard
ducing roughly the same ranking that we observed
for the DAIS dataset. Critically, the GPT2 models
achieved comparable accuracy to the 92% previ-
ously reported by Bresnan et al. (2007) using a
logistic regression on 14 hand-annotated binary
features (e.g. animacy, accessibility, definiteness).
An important difference between Switchboard
datives and the DAIS dataset is the set of verbs
represented. Switchboard only contains 37 dis-
tinct verbs compared to our 200, and is heavily
skewed by frequency (‘give’ accounts for 42%
of examples). Additionally, while we intention-
ally included 100 verbs traditionally considered
“non-alternating,” the 37 verbs in Switchboard are
skewed toward “alternating.” Of the 27 of these
appearing in (Levin, 1993), all were classified as
“alternating,” and all but one of the 37 appeared in
the double-object construction at least once in the
dataset. These features may help account for why
Switchboard was unable to distinguish between our
GPT2 models: it may be an easier task than DAIS.
6 Conclusions
In natural languages, speakers routinely select one
alternative over others to express their intended
message. These choices are sensitive to many in-
teracting factors, including the choice of the main
verb and the length and definiteness of arguments.
Our new dataset, DAIS, not only offers a higher-
resolution window into the richness of human pref-
erences, it also provides a newly powerful bench-
mark for evaluating and understanding the corre-
sponding sensitivity of language models. We found
that transformer architectures corresponded espe-
cially well with human verb bias judgments.
Further work is needed to more precisely deter-
mine the source of the architectural differences we
observed. One possibility is that the transformer’s
self-attention mechanism and layer-wise organi-
zation improves its ability to represent lexically-
specific structures. However, it is also possible
that differences are attributable to training data.
Another line of future research is to compare the
incremental predictions of neural models to finer-
grained eye-tracking evidence during sentence pro-
cessing of double-object sentences (e.g. Filik et al.,
2004). As neural language models become more
complex, subtler phenomena like verb bias may
yield new insights into how lexical and grammati-
cal representations are jointly learned and success-
fully integrated for language understanding.
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